Submitted Manuscript 2016. Territorial animals share a variety of common resources, which can be a major driver of conspecific encounter rates. We examine how changes in resource availability influence the rate of encounters among individuals in a consumer population by implementing a spatially explicit model for resource visitation behavior by consumers. Using data from 2009 and 2010 in Etosha National Park, we verify our model's prediction that there is a saturation effect in the expected number of jackals that visit a given carcass site as carcasses become abundant. However, this does not directly imply that the overall resource-driven encounter rate among jackals decreases. This is because the increase in available carcasses is accompanied by an increase in the number of jackals that detect and potentially visit carcasses. Using simulations and mathematical analysis of our consumerresource interaction model, we characterize key features of the relationship between resource-driven encounter rate and model parameters. These results are used to investigate a standing hypothesis that the outbreak of a fatal disease among zebras can potentially lead to an outbreak of an entirely different disease in the jackal population, a process we refer to as indirect induction of disease.
and have a limited range of detection, characterized by a length scale ;
78
-consumers prefer to visit the nearest resource they detect;
79
-they respond to resources independently of other consumers; and,
80
-they are satiated after visiting a resource, and therefore visit at most one 81 resource per unit of time τ 2 .
82
have as a result of temporarily available resources.
84
For the sake of simplicity, and because we believed the choice was reasonable 85 for the jackal population in ENP, we choose the time parameters to be the same, 86 τ 1 = τ 2 = τ = one week. We use O to denote the spatial region we are studying. To model the consumer's limited ability to detect resources and/or travel to 99 resources that have been detected, we assume there is a maximum distance 100 within which a given consumer will detect resources. Moreover, we assume that 101 consumers will detect all resources within a surrounding circle of radius and 
145
-the arrival times of pathogen spillover events are independent.
146
Under these assumptions, the initial pathogen invasion process is intrinsically Mathematically, this is tantamount to omitting the γ spillover term in the transition 169 rate formulas and treating each pathogen introduction event independently. The
170
"endemic equilibrium" is the minimum size for the infectious population such 171 that the rate of increase equals the rate of decrease. We consider a pathogen 172 introduction to be "successful" if the size of the resulting infectious population 173 eventually exceeds the endemic equilibrium value:
We then study the continuous-time Markov chain {I(t)} t≥0 with the transition rates I → I + 1 at rate λ(I) = bI 1 − I N I → I − 1 at rate µ(I) = νI, 178 and compute the probability of successful invasion assuming that a pathogen has 179 been introduced at time zero:
181
In a sense made rigorous by Kurtz [20] , when N is large this stochastic system 182 behaves more and more like an associated ODE,
184
where we interpret y(t) as the proportion of the population that is infectious at 185 time t. If b > ν and y(0) > 0, then y(t) converges to the equilibrium value 
202
With this in hand, we can estimate the probability that there is a success- we find some evidence that the number of jackals expected at a particular carcass 292 decreases with the number of carcasses available at the time.
293
From the consumer point of view, a focal consumer is always in the basin that it will be close enough to detect the nearest resource. On the other hand, resource regimes, as well as in the small and large distance of detection extremes.
304
Furthermore, we provide an approximate formula for the resource density κ * that 305 leads to the maximum number of encounters for a given distance of detection and 306 consumer density.
307
Asymptotic results. In Figure 4 we see that E , the expected number of encoun- correct leading coefficient appears to be larger than ρ, but we were unable to 323 obtain the exact value by mathematical analysis. Characterizing the encounter rate peak. For reasons discussed in Section 3. While the exponents align well with the intersection of the small-and large-κ approximations, we were unable to obtain a satisfactory explanation of the leading coefficients through direct mathematical analysis.
338
Dependence on distance of detection. In addition to characterizing the encounter 339 rate's dependence on κ, we are also able to obtain an asymptotic understanding of collection that likely affect the expected number of jackals observed at carcasses.
378
To be precise, let y i be the response variable for the number of jackals observed at 379 a carcass when there are i carcasses. Then it is straightforward to understand the significance ofκ = κ/ρ (the ratio of the 399 resource density to the consumer density), the meaning of˜ = √ ρ is more subtle.
400
If we imagine dividing the landscape into even partitions, one for each consumer, in ENP were estimated to be between 4 km 2 to 12 km 2 . This is comparable to typical jackal territory size to be 5 km 2 , so that ρ = 0.2 km −2 .
425
The interpretation of the parameter from the data requires some discussion.
426
In the mathematical model, is the maximum distance at which a consumer can 427 detect and then respond to a resource. We can think of the model as assuming 428 that the probability of detecting a resource is one within a distance and zero out-429 side that distance. Of course, in reality, this detection probability likely decreases 430 steadily as a function of distance. Rather than identify a specific value that we 431 definitively claim to be the best estimate of , we used the jackal movement data 432 to find a range of reasonable values.
433
In Figure 7 , we display a scatter plot of all jackal average positions relative to 434 known carcasses and mark each with a teal dot or a gray x depending on whether 435 the jackal visited the carcass or not. Jackals were observed to visit known carcass 436 sites as far as 15 km away, but a large majority of carcasses visited were in a range 437 of 0 to 4 km. As expected, the probability that a jackal visited a resource decreased 438 with distance, but it is not known whether this was because the jackals were not 
Placing model results in the context of Disease Ecology

444
In Section 2.2, we described our stochastic small-population model for pathogen 445 invasion. We say that an invasion is "successful" if it achieves a population level 450 and further discussion in Appendix A). This reduces our analysis to determining 451 whether the total rate of transmission (which is affected by the resource-driven 452 encounter rate) is greater than the disease-related mortality rate ν.
453
To assess whether a change in the consumer encounter rate is "large" in the
454
context of jackals and rabies, we followed Rhodes et al. [29] 
lated the time-dependent reproductive ratio for six scenarios and displayed them 470 in Figure 9 . The left and right panels correspond to the distance of detection 471 choices = 4 and = 10, respectively. In each case, we varied the probability of 472 infection parameter p inf to demonstrate its impact on the final result. is that it can be used to predict the qualitative dynamics of a system once certain 507 fundamental parameters are estimated: the consumer density (ρ), the resource 508 density (κ) and the maximum distance of detection and response ( ).
509
To work through a specific case study, we used location data for a population 510 of jackals and the carcasses upon which they scavenge in Etosha National Park.
511
While some model parameters (κ and ρ) are fairly straightforward to estimate, oth- 
Opportunities for integrating more detailed animal behavior
542
The complex relationship between resource allocation, consumer behavior, and 543 pathogen spread deserves further study. We constructed our model to be detailed 544 enough to examine our primary question, but simple enough to permit rigorous 545 mathematical analysis. While there are many ways to extend the model to account 546 for more nuanced behavior, we highlight a few.
547
Resource detection and selection. There are other natural models for the con- as the height of the associated encounter rate peak.
559
One major factor that we did not consider is heterogeneity in the resource given site.
570
The reduction in variance is significant in the following sense. As we report However, this is extremely unlikely for a Poisson distribution. To be precise,
578
if {X i } 60 i=1 are independent and identically distributed Pois(5) random variables, of the manuscript, description of biological intuition, and presentation of results.
657
The manuscript was written by RKB and SAM with substantial input and edits 658 from SEB, JRCB and JMF.
659
A Mathematical Analysis
660
The simplicity of the resource-driven encounter model invites a rigorous asymp-661 totic analysis. More than demonstrating the non-monotone relationship between 662 resource density and the consequent encounter rate in the consumer population,
663
we can obtain the exponents of the power laws that govern the relationship.
664
In what follows (and in the main text) when we write ϕ(x) ∼ x α as x → a, we 665 mean that there exists some constant C ∈ (0, ∞) such that
667
For example, a result we will use below is that if Y ∼ Pois(λ) for some λ > 0, 668 then P {Y > 1} ∼ λ 2 as λ → 0. This is because
and using the Taylor series expansion for the exponential (or simply L'Hôpital's 671 rule), we have
673 For higher order terms we will use Big-Oh notation: we say that
676
As in the main text, κ and denote the resource intensity and maximum dis-677 tance of detection respectively. In the presentation of our results we will assume the results when ρ = 1.
680
We take the domain O to be a circle of radius R > 3 centered at the origin.
681
There is a focal consumer located exactly at the origin. Resources are distributed we will write the index of the resource closest to the focal consumer, η 0 , to simply 690 be η.
691
In the above notation, we can express β, the number of resource-driven en-692 counters experienced by the focal consumer, to be 693 β := |{i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : η i = η}| and E := E(β) .
694
Given a set of resource locations, it is useful to think of the landscape partitioned 695 according to the associated Voronoi tessallation. That is, neglecting a set of mea-
698
We say that O i is a basin of attraction for resource i: all consumers located in O i 699 will choose resource i as their resource to visit if it is within their detection radius.
700
We define B( x; r) to be the circle of radius r centered at the location x. Then the 701 distribution of the encounter variable β conditioned on a given resource landscape 
consumers and resources within a distance r of the focal consumer. We proceed
712
by conditioning on the number of resources that are near the focal consumer. We 713 partition the sample space Ω as follows: upper bound in previous cases is now equality. It follows that E(β | Ω 10 ) = π 2 .
744
To compute the event's probability we argue as before,
745
P {Ω 10 } = P {Z( ) = 1} P {Z(3 ) − Z( ) = 0} = (κπ 2 e −κπ 2 )(e −8κπ 2 ). 
763
-E(|O|1 Z>0 /Z) ∼ 1/κ as κ → ∞.
764
The third part of the heuristic is established by Lemma A.3 below. The second 765 part of the heuristic is justified by the following.
766
Lemma A.2. Let a resource landscape be given as described above and let the total region
767
O be partitioned according to a Voronoi diagram generated using the resource locations 768 { z 1 , . . . , z Z }. We denote the areas of each of these basins of attraction {A 1 , . . . , A Z }. that is larger than O/z. Numerics strongly support this conclusion.
775
Proof.
where, in the last line, we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
808
Because this holds for all L κ , the proposition follows. 
856
If b ≤ ν, the process goes extinct with probability one.
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